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Bulletin #15 – October 18, 2012
Website Revisions
Today, a new version of the Ohio FAIR Plan’s (OFP) website has been launched. While several
“behind the scenes” efficiencies have been implemented, our hope is that agents and consumers will also
find several new features helpful.
In the near future, OFP is working to provide e-mail notification to agents about new documents and
adding the ability for agents to submit/process an endorsement online.

Agent Login / Request a Login
The agent login has been moved to a prominent place on the home page. The opportunity to login still
exists on the Agents page.
Both pages also give the opportunity to request a login and request a new password.
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Upload Photos
Also present on the home page is a link to a new page where agents or consumers can electronically
submit photos in response to a letter OFP has sent. A link to this page is also present on the Agents and
Insureds pages.

Most of the letters OFP sends make mention that the agent or consumer can send OFP photos showing
deficiencies have been repaired. This new page should make that easier.
When photos are submitted using the new page, the sender will get a receipt at the e-mail address
provided showing that OFP has received the response and will review it.
No login is needed, but the applicable policy number and property ZIP code is required for validation.

New Documents
Once logged in, you will notice that there is a new flag to indicate that a file has new documents
available.
This is first seen on the main Agent Portal page:

The indicator is also beside individual documents on the “View Document” page:

Agency Listing
Also on the main Agent Portal page is an option to export your book of business into a spreadsheet.

Unfortunately, we have found that some installations of Excel generate the following error when you
open the spreadsheet. Clicking “Yes” will open the spreadsheet.

Claims
New Claims can now be filed online via a new “Report a Loss” page.

Also, highlights of coverage are given so that claimants can review portions of the applicable coverage forms.

Brevity / Clarity
In all, the prior website had approximately 25 distinct, primary pages. The improved website has 11.
Information has been edited for brevity and clarity to help you find the information you need quickly.

We hope the new website is a help to you as you assist consumers. As always, if you have any questions,
please contact OFP at 614-839-6446 or 800-282-1772.

